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Abstract

We consider the classical Dirac operator on globally hyperbolic manifolds with timelike
boundary and show well-posedness of the Cauchy initial-boundary value problem coupled to
APS-boundary conditions. This is achieved by deriving suitable energy estimates, which play
a fundamental role in establishing uniqueness and existence of weak solutions. Finally, by
introducing suitable mollifier operators, we study the differentiability of the solutions. For
obtaining smoothness we need additional technical conditions.
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1 Introduction

The Dirac operator and spinors were introduced originally by Paul Dirac on Minkowski space
in order to find a Lorentz-invariant first order equation with finite speed of propagation that
is compatible with the Klein-Gordon operator [37]. Later these concepts were generalized to
(pseudo)-Riemannian manifolds and in the 60s Atiyah and Singer [2] showed that the index of
the Dirac operator – an analytical quantity of the Dirac operator build out of the dimensions
of its kernel and cokernel on ’positive spinors’– is equal to a topological quantity only depend-
ing on the underlying compact manifold. Their index theorem generalizes several results e.g.
Gauß-Bonnet theorem, Riemann-Roch theorem or Hirzebruch’s signature theorem, and it has
numerous applications in analysis, geometry, topology, and mathematical physics. Less then 10
years later, this theorem was generalized to compact Riemannian manifolds with boundary in [3],
by introducing suitable non-local boundary conditions, dubbed APS boundary conditions, which
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are based on the spectral decomposition of the operator induced on the boundary. While an ana-
log of index theorem for close Lorentzian manifolds is unknown and not to be expected, in [11]
Bär and Strohmaier provided an index theorem for the Dirac operator on globally hyperbolic
manifolds with spacelike boundary and closed Cauchy surfaces – see also [12] for recent devel-
opment. This is remarkable since, in this geometrical setting, the Dirac operator is hyperbolic
rather than elliptic. However, the operator induced on the boundary is still selfadjoint and el-
liptic and the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary conditions (which is there a spacelike boundary)
still make sense. It was shown in [11] that under these conditions the Dirac operator becomes
Fredholm and its index is given formally by the same geometric expression as in the Riemannian
case. Besides significant contribution to the index theory, their results were used to provide a
rigorous geometric derivation of the gravitational chiral anomaly for a Weyl field [10], but only
in spatially compact case.

On the other hand and independent of the above, one could ask for the APS-boundary con-
dition on globally hyperbolic manifolds with timelike boundary where the boundary conditions
are prescribed on the (closed) boundary of the Cauchy surfaces. Since APS-boundary conditions
are non-local, one might ask whether this can be physically relevant at all. For that, let us point
out that the APS index theorem plays a key role in the description of the bulk-edge correspon-
dence of topological insulators, through the cancellation of the time-reversal symmetry anomaly
by Witten [55].

As a first step, we aim to investigate the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for the
Dirac operator with APS-boundary conditions on globally hyperbolic spin manifolds with timelike
boundary (cf. Definition 2.1). Concretely this entails that for a certain choice of a time function
pM, gq » pR ˆ Σ,´N2dt2 ` htq, being N P C8pR ˆ Σq strictly positive while tpΣ, htqutPR is
a smooth family of Riemannian manifolds with smooth boundary BΣ. Within this setting the
Cauchy problem for the Dirac operator DM requires to consider suitable boundary conditions.
In fact, let DM “ ´γM pe0qr∇SM

e0 ` iDt ´
n
2Hs be the decomposition (cf. equation (2.4)) which

relates the Dirac operator DM over SM to the family D‚ “ tDtutPR of Dirac operators on
SΣ‚ “ tSΣtutPR. The presence of a non-empty boundary BΣ implies that, for each t P R, Dt is
self-adjoint only if appropriate boundary conditions are imposed. Our choice is to require APS
boundary conditions, see Definition 2.6 (and for that we have to assume that BΣ is compact).
Per definition this entails that ψ|BΣt belongs to the negative part of spectrum of a self-adjoint
first order differential operator At built out of Dt (cf. Definition 2.5). Loosely speaking, one may
think of At as the Dirac operator associated with BΣt.

We stress that, differently from the wave equation, where the Cauchy problem has been in-
tensively investigated with local and non-local boundary conditions, see e.g. [28, 33, 44, 54], the
Cauchy problem for the Dirac operator has been investigated only with local boundary condi-
tions, see e.g. [46,47]. On the contrary we are here considering boundary conditions which show
non-local features (cf. Equation (2.6)). As a consequence proving smoothness of the solutions
cannot be achieved simply by localizing the problem with suitable partition of unity and us-
age of appropriate coordinates to reduce the operator to a symmetric hyperbolic system in the
classical PDE sense. Therefore, we have to introduce a different strategy to the one employed
in [46]. We use the idea in [5, Theorem 3.7.7] for the boundary-less situation using mollifiers to
regularize the problem. Differently from the boundaryless case where a suitable mollifier can be
constructed for any symmetric hyperbolic system, in this paper we can realize a mollifier only for
the Dirac operator with self-adjoint boundary conditions. It would be interesting to extend this
analysis to more general Friedrichs systems, including not only symmetric hyperbolic systems,
but also symmetric positive systems. As shown in [46], many parabolic PDEs can be rewritten
as a positive system, e.g. any diffusion-reaction systems with linear reaction terms. Since our
analysis does not require any localization technique, it could be possible to extend the analysis
of diffusion-reaction systems with nonlocal mobility which model a wide range of phenomena in
biology (see e.g. [40]) and which is up to now only performed on Rn (see e.g. [39]) to manifolds.

Our first main result is the existence and uniqueness of L2-weak solutions in a time-strip. For
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the definition of weak solution used here see (3.3).

Theorem 1.1. Let pM, gq be a globally hyperbolic spin manifold with timelike boundary and let
t : M Ñ R be a Cauchy temporal function with gradient tangent to the boundary. Assume the
boundary of any Cauchy surface is compact. For any ta ă tb denote with MT :“ t´1rta, tbs a time
strip with 0 P rta, tbs. If kerAt “ t0u for all t P R, then there exists a unique weak solution to the
Cauchy problem

$

’

&

’

%

DMψ “ f P ΓccpSM |MT
q

ψ|Σ0 “ ψ0 P ΓccpSM |Σ0q

ψ P domDaps
M

,

where domDaps
M :“ tψ P L2pSM |MT

q | ψ|Σt P domDaps
t u – cf. Equation (2.9). Here Σ0 “ t0uˆΣ

while Γccp¨q indicates the space of section compactly supported in the interior of the underlying
manifold.

Let us remark that assuming the boundary of any Cauchy surface to be compact is necessary
in order to formulate APS boundary conditions on Dt for all t P R. The condition kerAt “ t0u
can be relaxed by assuming a decomposition kerAt “ V1 ‘ V2 which is flipped by the action of
σDtpenq, that is σDtpenqV1 “ V2.

In order to study the regularity of weak solutions, we need some extra technical assumptions.

Theorem 1.2. Let pM, gq “ pR ˆ Σ,´N2dt2 ` htq be a globally hyperbolic spin manifold with
timelike boundary. As for Theorem 1.1, we assume that BΣ is compact and kerAt “ t0u for all
t P R. If N |BM “ 1 and the unit normal en to BM is parallel transported along the vector field
e0 :“ N´1Bt, then there exists a unique smooth solution ψ P ΓapspSMq – cf. Equation (2.6) – to
the Cauchy problem

$

’

&

’

%

DMψ “ f P ΓccpSMq

ψ|Σ0 “ ψ0 P ΓccpSM |Σ0q

ψ P ΓapspSMq .

(1.1)

Moreover the problem (1.1) is well-posed in the sense that the linear map

ΓccpSM |Σq ˆ ΓccpSMq Q pψ0, fq Ñ ψ P ΓapspSMq ,

is continuous (see Section 5 for the involved topologies).

Theorem 1.2 in particular requires the rather strong conditions N |BM “ 1 and ∇e0en|BM “ 0 –
later referred to as Assumption 3. However, we want to stress that, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first result showing well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for the Dirac equation with
non-local boundary conditions on a class of manifolds which is not conformal to an ultrastatic
space-time. These assumptions are used in Section 4 to reduce the problem into a suitable
Hamiltonian form. In fact, in the study of the Dirac equation we may then always assume N “ 1
by applying a conformal transformation: N |BM “ 1 guarantees that such transformation does not
spoil the boundary conditions. Similarly, recasting the Cauchy problem (1.1) into an Hamiltonian
form requires to identify all Cauchy surfaces Σ‚ (as well as the associated spinor bundles SM |Σ‚)
by parallel transport along the vector field e0 “ N´1Bt. Once again, ∇e0en|BM “ 0 guarantees
that the boundary conditions are not messed up in the process.

Showing the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem is not the end of the story: Indeed ques-
tions about explicit construction of the evolution operator as in [26, 27] and the quantization of
the theory are still to be investigated. Clearly, the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem will
guarantee the existence of Green operators (cf. Proposition 5.1) which play a pivotal rôle in the
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algebraic approach to linear quantum field theory, see e.g. [22, 45] for textbooks, [8, 9, 17, 43, 48]
for recent reviews, [18–21] for homotopical approaches and [23–25, 30–36] for some applications.
However, differently from [46, 47], the Green operator will not have the usual support property
due to the non-local behavior of the APS boundary condition. It would be desirable to investigate
whether the APS Green operators can be employed in the quantization of fermionic field theories
following for instance [28–31,38,41,42,51].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the geometrical setting of globally
hyperbolic spin manifold as well as with the precise definition of APS boundary conditions.
In Section 3 we derive a suitable energy inequality for the Dirac operator with APS boundary
conditions which is the main ingredient to prove the existence of weak solutions, uniqueness of the
solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) as well as to provide a bound on its support – which reduces
to the standard finite speed of propagation in the interior of M . Section 4 is devoted to prove the
existence part of Theorem 1.2 by suitably generalizing the proof presented in [5, Theorem 3.7.7].
Finally, using standard arguments, in Proposition 5.1 we prove the existence of Green operators.
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2 Geometrical setting

In this section we collect basic facts and conventions concerning spinors and Dirac operators on
Lorentzian manifolds. For a detailed introduction the reader may consult [7, 16].

For a given vector bundle E ÑM on a smooth manifold with boundary BM we shall denote
by ΓpEq, ΓcpEq resp. ΓccpEq the vector spaces made by smooth sections, compactly supported
sections resp. sections that have compact support in the interior of M .

2.1 Globally hyperbolic spacetimes with timelike boundary

In the forthcoming discussion pM, gq shall denote an pn` 1q-dimensional Lorentzian manifold –
we shall adopt the p´ ` . . .`q signature convention. Within this class, we shall focus on those
Lorentzian manifolds which are globally hyperbolic with timelike boundary: These provide a
suitable background where to analyze the Cauchy problem for hyperbolic operators.

Definition 2.1. A globally hyperbolic manifold with timelike boundary is an pn`1q-dimensional,
oriented, time-oriented, Lorentzian smooth manifold pM, gq with smooth boundary BM such that

(i) the pullback of g with respect to the natural inclusion ι : BM Ñ M defines a Lorentzian
metric ι˚g on the boundary;

(ii) M is causal, i.e. there are no closed causal curves;
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(iii) for every point p, q P M , J`ppq X J´pqq is either empty or compact, where J`ppq (resp.
J´ppq) denotes the causal future (resp. past) of p PM .

For convenience we recall the following theorem, which extends a known result on globally
hyperbolic manifolds without boundaries [13–15].

Theorem 2.2. [1, Theorem 1.1] Any globally hyperbolic manifold with timelike boundary admits
a Cauchy temporal function t : M Ñ R with gradient tangent to BM . This implies that, up to
isometric isomorphisms, M “ Rˆ Σ with metric

g “ ´N2dt2 ` ht ,

where N P C8pR ˆ Σq is a smooth strictly positive function, while thtutPR is a smooth family
of Riemannian metric on Σ. Finally, for all t P R, Σt :“ ttu ˆ Σ is a spacelike Cauchy smooth
hypersurfaces with boundary BΣt :“ ttu ˆ BΣ, namely an achronal set intersected exactly once by
every inextensible timelike curve.

The scalar products induced by g and ht will be denoted by p , qg, p , qht . For later convenience
we set

e0 :“ N´1Bt , (2.1)

the globally defined unit normal to the foliation Σ‚ :“ tΣtutPR – notice that pe0, e0qg “ ´1.
Unless otherwise stated, in what follows a locally defined orthonormal frame teju

n
j“0 will always

contain e0 “ N´1Bt while en shall always refer to the unit normal to BΣ‚ “ tBΣtutPR in Σ‚.

2.2 Spin structure and Dirac operator

We shall now assume that pM, gq is a spin globally hyperbolic spacetime with timelike boundary.
Note that since hyperbolic manifolds are automatically orientable begin spin is not an additional
assumption in dimension 4. We will denote by SM the spinor bundle over M – similarly SΣt

denotes the spinor bundle over Σt for all t P R. We denote by p , qSM (resp. p , qSΣt) the
indefinite (resp. positive definite) pairing over SM (resp. over SΣt). The Clifford multiplication
γM : TM Ñ EndpSMq (resp. γΣt : TΣt Ñ EndpSΣtq) is symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) with
respect to p , qM (resp. p , qΣt), moreover,

γM pXqγM pY q ` γM pY qγM pXq “ ´2pX,Y qg , (2.2)

for all X,Y P ΓpTMq.

Remark 2.3. We recall that, if n is even, SM |Σt “ SΣt with γM pXq “ ´iγM pe0qγΣtpXq for
all X P ΓpTΣtq. Note that this choice differs from the one in [7] by the multiplication by i
which is compensated in the definition of the Dirac operator in (2.3) where there is an i in [7].
Moreover in this case p , qSΣt “ p , γM pe0q qSM . If n is odd then SM |Σt “ SΣ‘2

t with γM pXq “
ˆ

0 iγΣtpXq
´iγΣtpXq 0

˙

. The corresponding pairings are related by p , qSΣ‘2
t
“ p , γM pe0q qSM

where γM pe0q “

ˆ

0 1
1 0

˙

.

We shall denote by ∇SM , ∇SΣt the spin connection on SM and SΣt induced by the Levi-
Civita connections ∇M , ∇Σt respectively. The Dirac operator DM on SM is defined by

DM :“
n
ÿ

j“0

εjγM pejq∇SM
ej , (2.3)
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where teju
n
j“0 is any locally defined orthonormal frame, while εj :“ pej , ejqg. Similarly the family

D‚ :“ tDtutPR of Dirac operators Dt “ DΣt over SΣt is defined by Dt :“
řn
j“1 γΣtpejq∇SΣt

ej .
Notice that D‚ is a family of elliptic operators.

A standard computation shows the relation between DM and D‚: In particular we have,
cp. [7, (3.5)],

∇SM
X ψ “ ∇SΣ‚

X ψ ´
1

2
γM pe0qγM p∇M

X e0qψ ,

for all ψ P ΓpSMq and X P ΓpTMq which is tangent to Σ‚ – that is, pX, e0qg “ 0. A direct
inspection leads to

DM “ ´γM pe0q

”

∇SM
e0 ` iD‚ ´

n

2
H‚

ı

, (2.4)

where Ht :“ ´ 1
n

řn
j“1pej ,∇M

ej e0qht is the mean curvature of Σt. Actually, the latter formula holds

for n even, while for n odd we have to replace D‚ with

ˆ

D‚ 0
0 ´D‚

˙

.

2.3 APS boundary conditions

In the rest of the paper we shall be interested in solving the Dirac equation DMψ “ 0 – possibly
with a suitable source term – where ψ is constrained by appropriate boundary conditions. In
fact, we shall require that ψ satisfies the APS boundary condition with respect to the family of
operators D‚. The following discussion mainly profit of the results of [6, Sec. 2.2]. To fit with
the geometrical setting presented therein the following assumption is compulsory.

Assumption 1. We shall assume that BΣ is compact.

To introduce APS boundary conditions some preparations are in order. We shall denote by
L2pSM |Σ‚q “ tL

2pSM |ΣtqutPR the family of L2-spaces associated with the scalar products

pψ1, ψ2qL2pSM |Σt q
:“

ż

Σt

pψ1, γM pe0qψ2qSMµΣt ,

where µΣt is the volume form associated with pΣt, htq. Similarly we shall consider the family of
L2-spaces L2pSM |BΣ‚q “ tL

2pSM |BΣtqutPR with scalar product defined by

pϕ1, ϕ2qL2pSM |BΣt q
“

ż

BΣt

pϕ1, γM pe0qϕ2qSMµBΣt .

Finally we denote by H‚locpSM |Σ‚q “ tHk
locpSM |Σtqu

kPN
tPR the family of local Sobolev spaces

associated with L2pSM |Σ‚q.

Remark 2.4. Notice that if n is even, we have L2pSM |Σ‚q “ L2pSΣ‚q “ tL
2pSΣtqutPR, while if

n is odd L2pSM |Σ‚q “ L2pSΣ‘2
‚ q. Here L2pSΣtq is the L2-space with scalar product defined by

pψ1, ψ2qL2pSΣtq :“

ż

Σt

pψ1, ψ2qSΣtµΣt .

A similar comments holds for what concerns BΣ‚. Notice that, depending on the parity of n we
may need to consider copies of the latter spaces as

SxM “

#

SxΣ‚ “ SxBΣ
‘2
‚ n P 2Z

SxΣ‘2
‚ “ SxBΣ

‘2
‚ n R 2Z

@x P BΣ‚ .

This implies that L2pSM |BΣ‚q “ L2pSBΣ‘2
‚ q where the L2-product on L2pSBΣ‚q is given by

pϕ1, ϕ2qL2pSBΣtq “

ż

BΣt

pϕ1, ϕ2qSBΣtµBΣt .
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For later convenience we shall now recall the following technical Definition [6, Sec. 2.2]

Definition 2.5. For all t P R, a formally self-adjoint linear differential operator At : ΓpSM |BΣtq Ñ
ΓpSM |BΣtq is called adapted to Dt if for all p P BΣt and ξ P T ˚p BΣt

σAtpξq “ σDtpe
5
nq
´1 ˝ σDtpξq , σDtpe

5
nq ˝At “ ´At ˝ σDtpe

5
nq , (2.5)

where σAt , σDt denotes the principal symbols of At and Dt respectively, while we identified T ˚p BΣt

with tξ P T ˚p Σt | ξpen|pq “ 0u, en being the normalized normal to BΣt and e5n :“ gpen, q “ htpen, q.

The existence of At is guaranteed by [6, Lemma 2.2] while uniqueness holds up to addition
of any Rt P EndpSM |BΣtq which anticommutes with σDtpe

5
nq. Notice in particular that, as Dt

depends smoothly on t, we shall tune the various choices of At in order to get a smooth family
A‚ :“ tAtutPR of operators adapted to D‚. (Here smoothness merely indicates that all involved
operators have coefficients smoothly depending in t.)

Assumption 2. In what follows we shall assume there exists a family A‚ “ tAtutPR of operators
adapted to D‚ “ tDtutPR such that kerAt “ t0u for all t P R.

Recalling Assumption 1 one has that, for all t P R, At is a densely defined linear operator
on L2pSM |BΣtq which is essentially self-adjoint – cf. [6]. Up to considering the closure of such
operator – which we still denote by At – we get a decomposition of L2pSM |BΣtq into eigenvectors
of At, namely

L2pSM |BΣtq “
à

jPZ
Cϕpjqt ,

where ϕ
pjq
t is an eigenfunction with corresponding eigenvalues λ

pjq
t .

Let H‚pAtq “ tHspAtqu
sPR be the family of Sobolev spaces associated with At – actually

HspAtq :“ dompxAty
sq where xxy :“ p1 ` x2q

1
2 . For any subset E of the spectrum of At let Πt

E

the corresponding spectral projection and let H‚EpAtq :“ tΠt
EH

spAtqutPR. Finally let ȞpAtq :“

H
1
2

p´8,0qpAtq ‘H
´ 1

2

r0,`8qpAtq.

Definition 2.6. We denote that space of sections satisfying the APS boundary conditions by

ΓapspSMq :“ tψ P ΓpSMq |ψ|BΣ‚ P H
1
2

p´8,0qpA‚qu . (2.6)

For later convenience – cf. the proof of Proposition 3.1 – let us stress that, for any ψ1, ψ2 P

ΓapspSMq we have
ż

BΣt

pψ1, γM penqψ2qSMµBΣt “ 0 @t P R . (2.7)

The following result has been proved in a way more general setting in [6].

Proposition 2.7. [6, Theorem 3.2-3.11] Let t P R be arbitrary but fixed. Let Dmin
t be the closure

of the densely defined symmetric operator Dt|ΓccpSM |Σt q
on L2pSM |Σtq and let rt : ΓcpSM |Σtq Ñ

ΓcpSM |BΣtq be the standard restriction map. Then:

(i) The adjoint of Dmin
t coincides with the maximal operator Dmax

t defined by

domDmax
t :“ tψ P L2pSM |Σtq |Dtψ P L

2pSM |Σtqu , Dmax
t ψ :“ Dtψ . (2.8)

(ii) the restriction map rt extends to a continuous surjection rt : domDmax
t Ñ ȞpAtq, where

domDmax
t is equipped with the graph norm of Dmax

t while the norm of ȞpAtq is the one

induced by the spaces H
1
2

p´8,0qpAtq, H
´ 1

2

r0,`8qpAtq. Moreover ker rt “ domDmin
t so that

ȞpAtq »
domDmax

t
domDmin

t
.
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(iii) the operator Daps
t defined by

domDaps
t :“ tψ P dompDmax

t q | rtψ P H
1
2

p´8,0qpAtqu , Daps
t ψ :“ Dtψ , (2.9)

is a self-adjoint extension of Dmin
t .

(iv) denoting with Σint
t :“ ΣtzBΣt it holds

@ψ P domDmax
t : ψ P H‚`1

loc pSM |Σint
t
q ðñ Dtψ P H

‚
locpSM |Σint

t
q (2.10)

@ψ P domDaps
t : ψ P H‚`1

loc pSM |Σtq ðñ Dtψ P H
‚
locpSM |Σtq , (2.11)

where H‚locpSM |Σint
t
q “ tHk

locpSM |Σint
t
qukPN is the famliy of local Sobolev spaces associated

to L2pSM |Σint
t
q – notice that H‚locpSM |Σint

t
q Ă H‚locpSM |Σtq is a strict inclusion.

Remark 2.8. Let us remark that Item (iii) requires kerAt “ t0u (Assumption 2). Furthermore
notice that for all ψ1, ψ2 P ΓapspSMq X ΓcpSMq it holds using (2.7)

ż

M
pψ1, DMψ2qSMµM `

ż

M
pDMψ1, ψ2qSMµM “ 0 ,

where µM is the volume form associated with pM, gq.

3 Energy estimates

The aim of this section is to derive suitable energy estimates for the Dirac operator coupled with
APS boundary conditions (cf. Proposition 3.1). This result will be employed to show that the
Cauchy problem (1.1) admits at most one solution (cf. Proposition 3.3). In the literature for other
boundary conditions, the energy estimates are also employed to show finite speed of propagation.
As APS boundary conditions are non-local it is in general not true that a smooth solution ψ of
the Cauchy problem (1.1) propagates with at most speed of light, however, Proposition 3.2 will
provide a bound on the propagation of the support supppψq of ψ.

In the following Proposition we deduce an energy estimate for sections ψ P ΓapspSMq (cf. [4,
Theorem 5.3] for the analogous result in the boundaryless case).

Proposition 3.1. Let t0, t1 P R, t0 ă t1, and p PM be such that J´ppqXprt0, t1sˆΣqXBM “ H.
Then there exists C “ Ct0,t1 ą 0 such that for all ψ P ΓpSMq

ż

J´ppqXΣt1

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt1
ď CeCpt1´t0q

ż t1

t0

ż

J´ppqXΣs

pDMψ, γM pe0qDMψqSMµΣsds

` eCpt1´t0q
ż

J´ppqXΣt0

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt0
. (3.1)

Similarly let K Ă Σ be a compact set such that BΣ Ď K and let Kt :“ ttu ˆK. Then there is a
constant C “ Ct0,t1 ą 0 such that for all ψ P ΓapspSMq it holds

ż

Kt1

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt1
ď CeCpt1´t0q

ż t1

t0

ż

J´pKt1 qXΣs

pDMψ, γM pe0qDMψqSMµΣsds

` eCpt1´t0q
ż

J´pKt1 qXΣt0

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt0
. (3.2)

Let us remark on the differences between inequalities (3.1) and (3.2). The main difference
lies on the fact that in (3.1) we integrate over domains which have empty intersection with
BM . On the contrary, the domains used in (3.2) are such that they contain pt1, t0q ˆ BΣ entirely.
Intermediate situations, where pt1, t0qˆBΣ only partially intersects with the domain of integration
domain are not feasible: This is due to the non-locality of the APS boundary conditions – cf.
Definition 2.6.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof of inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) is similar and is based on
standard techniques (cf. [5]). We shall focus on inequality (3.2) as this is the one where the
boundary conditions enters. For that, let ψ P ΓapspSMq and let Vψ P ΓpTMq be the vector field
defined by

pVψ, Xqg :“ pψ, γM pXqψqSM , @X P ΓpTMq .

By direct inspection one has

divM pVψq “
n
ÿ

j“0

εjpej ,∇M
ej Vψq “ pDMψ,ψqSM ` pψ,DMψqSM .

Let us now consider U :“ J´pKt1q X ppt0, t1q ˆΣq and integrate the previous equality on U with
respect to µM . We get

ż

U
divM pVψqµM “

ż

U
rpDMψ,ψqSM ` pψ,DMψqSM sµM

ď

ż

U
rC1pDMψ, γM pe0qDMψqSM ` C2pψ, γM pe0qψqSM sµM

“

ż t1

t0

ż

J´pKt1 qXΣs

rC1pDMψ, γM pe0qDMψqSM ` C2pψ, γM pe0qψqSM sµΣsds ,

where C1, C2 ą 0 do not depend on ψ. Here, in the second line the inequality uses pDMψ,ψqSM “

pDMψ, γM pe0qγM pe0qψqSM , Cauchy-Schwarz for the positive definite pairing p, γM pe0qqSM and
that γM pe0q is a bounded operator with respect to the fiberwise scalar product pψ1, γM pe0qψ2qSM .
By Stokes’ theorem, the left-hand side of the equation equals to

ż

U
divM pVψqµM “

ż

BU
ι˚BU pιVψµM q .

In fact, since BΣ Ă BK we have BU “ Kt1 Y pJ
´pKt1q X Σt0q Y ppt0, t1q ˆ BΣq Y pBJ

´pKt1q X

ppt0, t1q ˆ pΣzBΣqqq so that
ż

U
divM pVψqµM “

ż

Kt1

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt1
´

ż

J´pKt1 qXΣt0

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt0

´

ż t1

t0

ż

BΣs

pψ, γM penqψqSMµΣsds`

ż

BJ´pKt1 qXppt0,t1qˆpΣzBΣqq
ι˚BU pιVψµM q .

The integral over BΣ vanishes on account of the boundary condition of ψ P ΓapspSMq – cf.
Equation (2.7). Moreover, since p , γM pXq qSM is positive definite for all future-pointed time-like
vectors X, the same holds true for future-pointed light-like vectors. This entails that

ż

BJ´pKt1 qXppt0,t1qˆpΣzBΣqq
ι˚BU pιVψµM q “

ż

BJ´pKt1 qXppt0,t1qˆpΣzBΣqq
pψ, γM pXqψqιXµM ě 0 ,

where X is some future-directed, light-like and tangent to BJ´pKt1q. Overall we have

ż

Kt1

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt1
´

ż

J´pKt1 qXΣt0

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt0

ď C

ż t1

t0

ż

J´pKt1 qXΣs

rpDMψ, γM pe0qDMψqSM ` pψ, γM pe0qψqSM sµΣsds ,

which leads inequality (3.2) by Gronwall’s Lemma applied to the function

F ptq :“

ż

J´pKt1 qXΣt

pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt .

This concludes our proof.
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We are now in the position to prove Theorem 1.1—the existence of weak solution: Let us
recall that a weak solution ψ is an element ψ P L2pSMT q such that

pφ, fqL2pSM |MT q
“ pD:Mφ, ψqL2pSM |MT q

(3.3)

for all φ P ΓcpSMq X domDAPS
M , where L2pSM |MT

q is as defined on page 6, µg being the

canonical volume form of pMT , gq, e0 :“ gpBt, Btq
´ 1

2 Bt and D:M “ ´DM denotes the formal
adjoint of DM |ΓccpSM |MT q

. (This definition uses that the APS boundary condition are self-adjoint.

Otherwise φ would need to obey the corresponding adjoint boundary condition.)

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let MT be a time strip as in Theorem 1.1. Using Proposition 3.1 for
ψ P ΓcpSM |MT

q X ΓapspSM |MT
q such that ψta “ 0 and ψtb “ 0, there exists a constant C such

that
}ψ}L2pSM |MT q

} ď C}D:Mψ}L2pSM |MT q
.

Finally, using the same argument in [47, Theorem 3.20] or [46, Theorem 4.2] we obtain the
existence of weak solutions.

We conclude this section with some property of the support of smooth solutions of the Cauchy
problem.

Proposition 3.2 (Support property). Assume the setup of Theorem 1.2. Any solution ψ P

ΓapspSMq of the Cauchy problem (1.1) satisfies

suppψ Ă Jpsupp f Y suppψ0q Y JpBΣ0q , (3.4)

where JpAq :“ J`pAqYJ´pAq denotes the union of the causal future and the causal past of a set
A.

Proof. Let V :“ Jpsupp f Y suppψ0q Y JpBΣ0q and let p PMzV and let assume p P J`pΣ0q – the
case p P J´pΣ0q can be treated analogously. This means that there is no future-directed causal
curve contained in J`pΣ0q which starts in V and terminates at p. Hence J´ppqXJ`pΣ0qXsuppV “

H. By inequality (3.1), ψ “ 0 on J´ppq X J`pΣ0q, in particular it vanishes as p.

As byproduct of the energy estimate (3.1) we get uniqueness of smooth solutions.

Proposition 3.3 (Uniqueness). Assume the setup of Theorem (1.2). Then there exists at most
a unique solution ψ P ΓapspSMq to the Cauchy problem (1.1).

Proof. By linearity of the Cauchy problem (1.1), it suffices to prove that ψ “ 0 is the only
solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1) with vanishing initial data. Proposition 3.2 entails that
supppψq Ď JpΣ0q. Let p P Σt Ă J`pΣ0q – a similar argument applies if p lies in J´pΣ0q –
and let Kp Ă Σt be a compact set containing BΣt Y tpu. Then inequality (3.2) shows that
ş

Kp
pψ, γM pe0qψqSMµΣt “ 0. The arbitrariness of p implies that ψ “ 0.

4 Existence of smooth solutions

In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.2 and to this end, we assume the following:

Assumption 3. We shall assume that N |BM “ 1 and ∇e0en|BM “ 0, that is, en is parallel
transported along the integral curves of e0.

Our strategy is divided into two main steps. In the first one we shall prove Theorem 1.2 under
the additional assumption that Σ is compact. This will be achieved by reducing the Cauchy
problem (1.1) into an Hamiltonian form (cf. Equation (4.6): For that Assumption 3 will be
crucial). Once in Hamiltonian form, the existence of a smooth solution to the Cauchy problem
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will be proved by mimicking the proof presented in [5] for the case of symmetric hyperbolic
systems on globally hyperbolic manifolds without boundary. Such proof can be suitably modified
in the case of a boundary by exploiting the functional calculus associated with the self-adjoint
operator Daps

t .
In the second step we shall drop the compactness assumption on Σ. This can be done again

along the lines of [5], where the proof is based on finite speed propagation of the solution. In fact,
in our case the result of Proposition 3.2 will suffice for our purposes, together with the results
obtained in [47].

4.1 Reduction to the Hamiltonian form

In this section we shall reduce the Dirac equation to its Hamiltonian form. To this end, we shall
first perform a conformal transformation and then identify a family of spinor bundles. Finally,
we shall compare the Cauchy problems for the Dirac operator with the ones for the Hamiltonian
form.

4.1.1 Conformal transformation

We start by reducing the Cauchy problem (1.1) to the case where N “ 1. This is achieved
by a conformal transformation pg “ N´2g. The corresponding Clifford multiplication pγM and
spin-connection p∇SM are related to the previous one by

pγM pXq “ N´1γM pXq , p∇SM
X “ ∇SM

X `
N

2
γM pXqγM p∇MN´1q ´

N

2
XpN´1q ,

while the fiber pairing p , qSM remains unaffected. The Dirac operator pDM for pM, pgq is related
to the Dirac operator DM for pM, gq by

pDM “ N
n`1

2 DMN
´n´1

2 . (4.1)

Notice that pej “ Nej and therefore Equations (2.4) and (4.1) entail that pD‚ “ N
n`1

2
‚ D‚N

´n´1
2

‚ .

This shows that DMψ “ 0 is equivalent to pDM
pψ “ 0, where pψ “ N

n´1
2

‚ ψ. Moreover, the APS
boundary conditions for D‚ coincides with the APS boundary conditions for pD‚ since N “ 1 at
the boundary.

Overall, under Assumption 3 we may reduce the Cauchy problem (1.1) to the case N “ 1. In
what follows we shall implicitly assume that such a reduction has been made. As a consequence
the vector field e0 is geodesic, that is ∇e0e0 “ 0, as

2p∇e0e0, e0qg “ ∇e0pe0, e0qg “ 0 ,

p∇e0e0, ejqg “ ´pe0,∇e0ejqg “ ´pe0,∇eje0qg ` pe0, re0, ejsqg “ 0 , j ě 1 ,

where in the last equality we used the hypothesis N |BM “ 1 to ensure that we can choose the
local coordinate fields ej so that re0, ejs “ 0.

Remark 4.1. One may wonder what happens if the assumption N |BM “ 1 is dropped. In this

case we may choose At and pAt so that pAt “ N
n`1

2
t AtN

´n´1
2

t , therefore, the connection between
pAt-APS boundary conditions and At-APS boundary conditions is lost. It would be interesting to
see whether the At-APS boundary induces pAt-boundary conditions for which we can still apply
proposition 2.7 – cf. [6, Theorem 3.2-3.11].

4.1.2 Identification of Σ‚

After reduction to the case N “ 1 we shall proceed by identifying all Cauchy surface Σ‚ “
tΣtutPR (and the associated spinor bundles) by e0-parallel transport. This allows to formulate
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the Cauchy problem (1.1) in Hamiltonian form, where the unknown spinor rψ belongs to the space
C8pR,ΓpSM |Σqq. Within this setting we shall then be able to mimic the proof of [5].

The following discussion profits of the results presented in [53]. We start by identifying the
family SM |Σ‚ with SM |Σ by parallel transport. This can be done as follows: for an arbitrary but
fixed t P R, let τ0

t : Σt Ñ Σ denote the translation pt, xq Ñ p0, xq. Moreover, let ℘0
t : SM |Σt Ñ

SM |Σ be the parallel transport which lifts τ0
t , that is, the parallel transport along the inte-

gral curves of e0. Notice that ℘0
t preserves p , qSM namely pψ1, ψ2qSM “ rτ0

t s
˚p℘0

tψ1, ℘
0
tψ2qSM .

Furthermore, it also preserves the positive definite form p , γM pe0q qSM because e0 is geodesic.
Let now ρ : M Ñ R be such that, for all t P R, rτ t0s

˚µΣt “ ρ2
tµΣ where τ t0τ

0
t “ 1. Then,

ρ P C8pMq. We set

U : ΓpSMq Ñ C8pR,ΓpSM |Σqq , pUψqt :“ ρt℘
0
tψ . (4.2)

Notice that U is an isometry between L2pSM |Σ‚q and L2pSM |Σq as

ppUψ1qt, pUψ2qtqL2pSM |Σq “

ż

Σ
p℘0

tψ1, γM pe0q℘
0
tψ2qSMρ

2
tµΣ

“

ż

Σt

pψ1, γM pe0qψ2qSMµΣt “ pψ1, ψ2qL2pSM |Σt q
.

We shall now consider the differential operator UDMU
´1. Direct calculation leads to

BtpUψqt “ pUρ
´1
t ∇SM

Bt
pρtψqqt ,

which entails the identity

U∇SM
e0 U´1 “ ρtBt ˝ ρ

´1
t “ Bt ´ ρ

´1
t rBt, ρts ,

where |ht| :“ detht. At the same time, ∇e0e0 “ 0 entails that

´nHt “ divM pe0q “ |ht|
´ 1

2 Bt|ht|
1
2 “ 2ρ´1

t pBtρtq “ 2ρ´1
t rBt, ρts .

Overall we have, using (2.4),

UDMU
´1 “ ´γM pe0qU

”

∇SM
e0 ` iD‚ ´

n

2
H‚

ı

U´1 “ ´γM pe0q
“

Bt ` iUD‚U
´1
‰

.

It follows that DMψ “ f is equivalent to
´

Bt ` i rDt

¯

rψ “ rf , (4.3)

being rψ :“ Uψ P C8pR,ΓpSM |Σqq, rf :“ γM pe0qUf P C
8
c pR,ΓccpSM |Σqq while rD‚ :“ UD‚U

´1.
Notice that, for all t P R, rDt|ΓccpSM |Σq is a densely-defined operator on L2pSM |Σq with symmetric
closure. Therefore, as expected, the Cauchy problem associated with Equation (4.3) requires
appropriate boundary conditions. In fact, the results [6, Theorem 3.2-3.11] presented in the
particular case of Proposition 2.7 also hold true for the family rDt, in particular:

1. rDt|ΓccpSM |BΣq is a densely defined linear operator on L2pSM |Σq with symmetric closure rDmin
t

and adjoint rDmax
t defined on the domain

dom rDmax
t :“ tψ P L2pSM |Σq | rDtψ P L

2pSM |Σqu , rDmax
t ψ “ rDtψ .

2. the restriction map r : ΓpSM |Σq Ñ ΓpSM |BΣq extends to a continuous surjection

rrt : dom rDmax
t Ñ Ȟp rAtq .

Here rAt is a differential operator on ΓpSM |BΣq adapted to rDt, while Ȟp rAtq is defined as
ȞpAtq.
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3. the operator rDaps
t defined by

dom rDaps
t :“ tψ P dom rDmax

t | rrtψ P H
1
2

p´8,0qp
rAtqu , rDaps

t ψ :“ rDtψ ,

is a self-adjoint extension of rDmin
t and moreover

@ψ P dom rDmax
t : ψ P H‚`1

loc pSM |Σintq ðñ rDtψ P H
‚
locpSM |Σintq (4.4)

@ψ P dom rDaps
t : ψ P H‚`1

loc pSM |Σq ðñ
rDtψ P H

‚
locpSM |Σq , (4.5)

These results call for a comparison between the Cauchy problem (1.1) and the Cauchy problem

pBt ` i rD‚q rψ “ rf , rψ0 “ ψ0 , rψ P C8pR,ΓapspSM |Σqq , (4.6)

where rψ “ Uψ, rf “ γM pe0qUf while we denoted

C8pR,ΓapspSM |Σqq :“ tψ P C8pR,ΓpSM |Σqq | rrtψt P H
1
2

p´8,0qp
rAtq , @t P Ru .

Finally, for what concern boundary conditions for the Cauchy problems (1.1) and (4.6), we
observe that, on account of Assumption 3, we may set rAt “ UAtU

´1. Notice that this preserves
Assumption 2, namely ker rAt “ t0u for all t P R. A direct inspection shows that if ψ P ΓapspSMq
then Uψ P C8pR,ΓapspSM |Σqq.

4.2 Compact Cauchy surfaces and smooth solutions

In this section we shall prove that the Cauchy problem (4.6) has a (unique) solution rψ P

C8pR,ΓapspSM |Σqq under the following additional assumption.

Assumption 4. We shall assume that Σ is compact.

4.2.1 Sobolev spaces

For later convenience we shall introduce the family of APS-Sobolev spaces H‚aps,‚pSM |Σq :“

tHk
aps,tpSM |Σqu

kPN
tPR , where Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq :“ dompx rDaps
t ykq – here xzy :“ p1 ` z2q

1
2 . As usual

H8aps,tpSM |Σq :“ XkPNH
k
aps,tpSM |Σq. We recall that Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq can be characterized in terms

of the spectral calculus associated with rDaps
t . Indeed, if P p

rDaps
t q denotes the projection-valued

measure associated with rDaps
t then [52, Theorem 9.13]

Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq “ tψ P L

2pSM |Σq |

ż

R
xλy2kdµψpλq ă `8u , (4.7)

where µψpEq “ pψ, P
p rDaps

t q

E ψqL2pSM |Σq for any Borel set E of R.

Notice that Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq ãÑ HkpSM |Σq is a closed inclusion for all k P N and t P R (cf.

Proposition 2.7). (As Σ is compact, we shall now drop the subscript loc to the Sobolev space
HkpSM |Σq.) In fact, under Assumption 4 (Σ being compact) and being rDt an elliptic first order
differential operator, the norm } }HkpSM |Σq

can be taken to coincide with } }Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq

for all t P R

– that is }ψ}2
HkpSM |Σq

“ pψ, p1 ` rD2
t q
kψqL2pSM |Σq. This also shows that any pseudo-differential

operator D` of order ` induces a continuous map D` : H
k``
aps,tpSM |Σq Ñ HkpSM |Σq as

}D`ψ}HkpSM |Σq
ď Ck,`}ψ}Hk``pSM |Σq

“ Ck,`}ψ}Hk``
aps,tpSM |Σq

.

Moreover, as Hk``pSM |Σq ãÑ HkpSM |Σq is compact for all `, k P N, then Hk``
aps,tpSM |Σq ãÑ

Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq is compact as well – here we are again using Assumption 4.
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For `, k P NYt8u, we denote by C`pR, HkpSM |Σqq the space of functions u : RÑ HkpSM |Σq
which are C` with respect to one (hence any) of the equivalent norm on HkpSM |Σq.

Similarly we shall denote by C`pR, Hk
aps,‚pSM |Σqq the subspace of C`pR, HkpSM |Σqq made

of functions u such that ut P H
k
aps,tpSM |Σq for all t P R. If t Ñ ut is compactly supported

we shall write u P C`cpR, Hk
aps,‚pSM |Σqq. Notice that, for all interval I Ď R and k, ` P N,

C`pI,Hk
aps,‚pSM |Σqq, is a Fréchet space with seminorms defined by

}u}τ,` :“ sup
tPI

0ďjď`

}B
j
tut}Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq
.

4.2.2 Mollifiers

For ε ą 0 we shall denote by J
pεq
t the linear bounded self-adjoint operator on L2pSM |Σq defined by

J
pεq
t :“ e´εx

rDaps
t y. Notice that J

pεq
t ψ P H8aps,tpSM |Σq, in fact, for all k, ` P N, J

pεq
t : Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq Ñ

H`
aps,tpSM |Σq is bounded. Indeed, this follows from (4.7) together with estimate

}J
pεq
t ψ}2

H`
aps,tpSM |Σq

“

ż

R
xλy2`e´2εxλydµψpλq ď ck,`pεq}ψ}

2
Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq
, (4.8)

being ck,`pεq :“ supλPRxλy
2p`´kqe´2εxλy9ε2pk´`q. In fact, a dominated convergence argument

shows that, for all k P N, J
pεq
t : Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq Ñ Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq converges strongly to the identity

as ε Ñ 0`. This is equivalent to lim
εÑ0`

}J
pεq
t ψ ´ ψ}Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq
“ 0 for all ψ P Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq. (In

fact, J
pεq
t : Hk``

aps,tpSM |Σq Ñ Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq converges strongly to the embedding Hk``

aps,tpSM |Σq ãÑ

Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq as εÑ 0`.) Moreover, since e´2εxλy ď 1, Equation (4.8) shows that

}J
pεq
t }BpHk

aps,tpSM |Σqq
ď 1 ,

where } }BpHk
aps,tpSM |Σqq

denotes the operator norm in the space BpHk
aps,tpSM |Σqq of bounded

operators on Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq.

4.2.3 Existence of smooth solution with compact Cauchy surfaces

The existence of smooth solutions is performed in 3 steps. We first regularize the problem by
using the mollifiers from the last subsection and show existence of solutions of these regularized
problems. In the second step we show that the regularized solutions have a convergent sub-
sequence. Then, in the third step we prove that the corresponding limit is actually a smooth
solution of our Cauchy problem (for compact Cauchy surfaces).

1. Regularized problem: In order to prove the existence of a solution rψ P C8pR,ΓapspSM |Σqq
of the Cauchy problem (4.6), we shall first consider the following regularized problem:

pBt ` iJ
pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t q rψ

pεq
t “ rft , rψ

pεq
0 “ ψ0 . (4.9)

Notice that, by assumption ψ0 P ΓccpSM |Σq Ă H8aps,0pSM |Σq and rf P C8c pR, Haps,‚pSM |Σqq

because f P ΓccpSMq. We shall now prove existence and uniqueness of the solution rψpεq of
(4.9) and we will see that rψpεq P C1pR, H8aps,‚pSM |Σqq. For that, let k P N be arbitrary but
fixed and let observe that

t ÞÑ }J
pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t }BpHk

aps,tpSM |Σqq
, is continuous . (4.10)
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This follows from the fact that rD‚, rA‚ are families of operators whose coefficients depend
smoothly on t, moreover, the spectrum of rDaps

t depends continuously in t as well [49, Chap.
II, §5].

With this observation let τ P R and let T be the linear operator on CpIτ , H
k
aps,‚pSM |Σqq

defined by the integral equation to (4.9)

pTuqt :“ Uψ0 `

ż t

0
r rfs ´ iJ

pεq
s

rDaps
s J pεqs ussds ,

where Iτ “ p0, τq is a short notation – notice that the integral is well-defined because

J
pεq
s

rDaps
s J

pεq
s us is continuous in s. Notice that by construction Tu P C1pIτ , H

k
aps,‚pSM |Σqq,

moreover, CpIτ , H
k
aps,‚pSM |Σqq is a Banach space with norm

}u}CpIτ ,Hk
aps,‚pSM |Σqq

:“ sup
tPp0,τq

}ut}Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq

.

Finally, provided τ is small enough, T is a contraction as

}Tu´ Tv}CpIτ ,Hk
aps,‚pSM |Σqq

ď |τ | sup
tPp0,τq

}J
pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t }BpHk

aps,tpSM |Σqq
}u´ v}CpIτ ,Hk

aps,‚pSM |Σqq
,

where the supremum of }J
pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t }BpHk

aps,tpSM |Σqq
is finite because J

pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t depends

at least continuously in t. Therefore, for small enough τ P R and for all k P N, the
Banach-Caccioppoli fixed-point Theorem entails the existence and uniqueness of rψpεq P
CpIτ , H

k
aps,‚pSM |Σqq, in particular rψpεq “ T rψpεq P C1pIτ , H

k
aps,‚pSM |Σqq. The existence of

a global solution follows from the fact that (4.9) is a linear ODE.

Finally the uniqueness of the solution rψpεq and the inclusion Hk`1
aps,tpSM |Σq Ă Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq

entails that, in fact, rψpεq P C1pR, H8aps,‚pSM |Σqq.

2. Convergent subsequence: We shall now prove that rψpεq admits a subsequence t rψpεjquj which
converges locally in CpR, H8aps,‚pSM |Σqq – i.e. it converges in CpI,H8aps,‚pSM |Σqq for all

compact interval I Ă R. This will be a consequence of the relative compactness of rΨ :“
t rψpεq | ε ą 0u in CpI,HkpSM |Σqq for all k P N, a fact which we will prove using the Arzelà-
Ascoli theorem.

2.a Proof that rΨt is relatively compact: Let I Ă R be a compact interval and let t P I

be arbitrary but fixed: We shall now prove that rΨt :“ t rψ
pεq
t | ε ą 0u Ă HkpSM |Σq

is relatively compact for all k P Z. To this avail we shall prove that, for all k P
N, rΨt is bounded in H2kpSM |Σq: the compactness of the inclusion H2kpSM |Σq ãÑ

H2k´1pSM |Σq will then imply that rΨt is relatively compact in H2k´1pSM |Σq for all

k P N. To prove that rΨ is bounded in H2kpSM |Σq we shall estimate } rψ
pεq
t }H2kpSM |Σq

by an ε-independent constant.

A direct inspection leads to

Bt} rψ
pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

“ Btpx rDty
2k
rψ
pεq
t , x rDty

2k
rψ
pεq
t qL2pSM |Σq

“ 2 ReprBt, x rDty
2ks rψ

pεq
t , x rDty

2k
rψ
pεq
t qL2pSM |Σq

` 2 Repx rDty
2kBt rψ

pεq
t , x rDty

2k
rψpεqtqL2pSM |Σq ,

where x rDty
2k “ p1` rD2

t q
k.

The term rBt, x rDty
2ks is a differential operator of order 2k on ΓpSM |Σq – notice that

Bt only acts on the coefficients of x rDty
2k. Therefore, it leads to a continuous map

rBt, x rDty
2ks : H``2kpSM |Σq Ñ H`pSM |Σq .
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It follows that the first term in the latter equation is bounded by

2 ReprBt, x rDty
2ks rψ

pεq
t , x rDty

2k
rψ
pεq
t qL2pSM |Σq ď c1ptq} rψ

pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

,

where c1ptq depends smoothly on t and it is ε-independent. Together with (4.6) we
have

Bt} rψ
pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

ď c1ptq} rψ
pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

` 2i Impx rDaps
t y2kJ

pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t

rψ
pεq
t , x rDaps

t y2k rψ
pεq
t qL2pSM |Σq

` 2 Repx rDaps
t y2k rft, x rD

aps
t y2k rψ

pεq
t qL2pSM |Σq ,

ď c2ptq} rψ
pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

` } rft}
2
H2kpSM |Σq

,

where c2 “ c1 ` 1 while in the last equality we exploited the self-adjointness of the

operator J
pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t as well as the bound

2 Repx rDaps
t y2k rft, x rD

aps
t y2k rψ

pεq
t qL2pSM |Σq ď }

rft}
2
H2kpSM |Σq

` } rψ
pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

.

Integration over t leads to

} rψ
pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

ď }Uψ0}
2
H2kpSM |Σq

`

ż t

0
} rfs}

2
H2kpSM |Σq

ds`

ż t

0
c2psq}ψ

pεq
s }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

ds .

It follows by Grönwall’s Lemma that

} rψ
pεq
t }

2
H2kpSM |Σq

ď

ˆ

}Uψ0}
2
H2kpSM |Σq

`

ż t

0
} rfs}

2
H2kpSM |Σq

ds

˙

exp

„
ż t

t0

c2psqds



,

and therefore rΨt :“ t rψ
pεq
t | ε ą 0u is bounded in H2kpSM |Σq. Since H2kpSM |Σq ãÑ

H2k´1pSM |Σq is compact it follows that rΨt is relatively compact on H2k´1pSM |Σq.
Since this holds for all k ě 1, we have found that rΨt is relatively compact in HkpSM |Σq
for all k P N.

2.b Proof that rΨ is equicontinuous: In order to apply Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem, we shall now
prove that the family rΨ :“ t rψpεq | ε ą 0u Ă CpI,HkpSM |Σqq, I Ă R compact interval,
is equicontinuous for all k P N. For that we shall consider

}Bt rψ
pεq
t }Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq
“ } rft ´ iJ

pεq
t

rDaps
t J

pεq
t

rψ
pεq
t }Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq

ď } rft}Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq

` } rψ
pεq
t }Hk`1

aps,tpSM |Σq
ď CI ,

where CI ą 0 does not depend on ε and t?. Here we used that }J
pεq
t }BpH‚aps,tpSM |Σqq

ď 1

as well as z ď xzy “
a

1` |z|2 for all z P R. It then follows that for all t, s P I,

} rψ
pεq
t ´ rψpεqs }HkpSM |Σq

ď

ż t

s
}Bτ rψ

pεq
τ }HkpSM |Σq

dτ

ď

ż t

s
cpτq}Bτ rψ

pεq
τ }Hk

aps,τ pSM |Σq
dτ

ď |t´ s| sup
τPI
|cpτq|} rψpεqτ }Hk`1

aps,τ pSM |Σ,µ
Nτ
Σ q

ď |t´ s| rCI .

where rCI ą 0 does not depend on ε. In the second inequality we used the fact that
} }HkpSM |Σq

and } }Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq

are equivalent for all t. Therefore rΨ is equicontinuous

in C0pR, HkpSM |Σqq.
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2.c Application of Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem:

Since rΨ is a bounded and equicontinuous family in CpI,HkpSM |Σqq such that rΨt is
relatively compact in HkpSM |Σq for all t P I, the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem [50] ensures
that rΨ is relatively compact in CpI,HkpSM |Σqq – this holds for all k P N.

Therefore there exists a subsequence t rψpεjqujPN of t rψpεqu which converges to rψ P

CpI,HkpSM |Σqq as j Ñ `8. This entails in particular that rψ
pεjq
t converges in

HkpSM |Σq for all t P I. It follows that, rψ
pεq
t “ lim

jÑ`8

rψ
pεjq
t P Hk

aps,tpSM |Σq because

Hk
aps,tpSM |Σq is closed in HkpSM |Σq. This implies that rψ P CpI,Hk

aps,‚pSM |Σqq.

Finally, using a diagonal subsequence argument we can assume that rψpεjq converges to
rψ locally uniformly in CpR, Hk

aps,‚pSM |Σqq for all k ě 0. Since this holds for all k P N,

we have rψ P CpR, H8aps,‚pSM |Σqq. In particular rψt P H
8pSM |Σq for all t P R.

3. Equation of motion: We shall now prove that rψ solves the Cauchy problem (4.6). For all
j P N we have

rψ
pεjq
t ´ Uψ0 ´

ż t

0

rfsds “ ´i

ż t

0
J
pεjq
s

rDsJ
pεjq
s

rψ
pεjq
s ds .

The left-hand side of this equation converges to rψt ´ Uψ0 ´
şt
0
rfsds in HkpSM |Σq for all

k P N. For all such k the norm of the right-hand side can be estimated as

}

ż t

0
J
pεjq
s

rDsJ
pεjq
s

rψ
pεjq
s ds}HkpSM |Σq

ď

ż t

0
cpsq}J

pεjq
s

rDsJ
pεjq
s

rψ
pεjq
s }Hk

aps,spSM |Σq
ds ,

where we exploited that } }HkpSM |Σq
and } }Hk

aps,spSM |Σq
are equivalent on Hk

aps,spSM |Σq.

Moreover, notice that the integrand is a continuous function of s which pointwise converges
to } rDs

rψs}Hk
aps,spSM |Σq

as j Ñ `8. In fact, this follows from the estimate

}J
pεjq
s

rDsJ
pεjq
s

rψ
pεjq
s ´ rDs

rψs}Hk
aps,spSM |Σq

ď }J
pεjq
s

rDsJ
pεjq
s p rψ

pεjq
s ´ rψsq}Hk

aps,spSM |Σq

` }J
pεjq
s

rDspJ
pεjq
s ´ 1q rψs}Hk

aps,spSM |Σq
` }pJ

pεjq
s ´ 1q rDs

rψs}Hk
aps,spSM |Σq

ď} rψ
pεjq
s ´ rψs}Hk`1

aps,spSM |Σq
` 2}pJ

pεjq
s ´ 1q rψs}Hk`1

aps,spSM |Σq
,

and therefore the claims follows from the convergence rψpεjq Ñ rψ as well as the strong

convergence of J
pεjq
s to the identity operator in H‚aps,spSM |Σq.

A dominated convergence arguments leads to

rψt ´ Uψ0 ´

ż t

0

rfsds “ ´i

ż t

0

rDs
rψsds ,

which equivalent to the fulfillment of the reduced Dirac equation (4.3) together with the
initial value rψ0 “ Uψ0.

Finally we observe that rψ P C1pR, H8pSM |Σqq since Bt rψt “ rft ´ i rDt
rψt P H8pSM |Σq,

moreover,

B2
t
rψt “ Bt rft ´ ir rDt, Bts rψt ´ i rDt

rft ´ rD2
t
rψt .

Since the right-hand side of the latter equation lies in H8pSM |Σq we find that rψ P

C2pR, H8pSM |Σqq. An induction argument shows that rψ P C`pR, H8pSM |Σqq for all
` P N, that is, rψ P C8pR, H8pSM |Σqq. We thus have rψ P C8pR,ΓapspSM |Σqq.

This shows the existence of smooth solutions.
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Remark 4.2. The proof presented above does not really depend on the actual form of APS
boundary conditions. In fact, the proof of Theorem 1.2 (under Assumption 4) is still valid
provided we consider any family B‚ “ tBtutPR of elliptic self-adjoint boundary conditions [6,
Definition 3.5-3.7] for rD‚ such that (4.10) holds true.

This observation applies in particular in the following setting (which we shall consider in a
moment). Suppose BΣ consists of two connected component BΣp1q, BΣp2q and let BM “ BM p1q Y

BM p2q the associated decomposition of BM . In this situation we may consider the Cauchy problem
for the Dirac operator with APS boundary condition on BM p1q and MIT boundary condition on
BM p2q. The latter boundary condition has been investigated in [47] and consist in requiring that
ψ|BMp2q satisfies

pId`iγM penqqψ|BMp2q “ 0 . (4.11)

Notice in particular that MIT boundary conditions are local and depend smoothly on time,
therefore, condition (4.10) is fulfilled and the proof of Theorem 1.2 (within assumption 4) still
holds true. Moreover, since MIT boundary conditions are local, the solution ψ to the Cauchy
problem shares better propagation properties. In fact the bound (3.4) can be improved to

supppψq Ď Jpsupppfq Y supppψ0qq Y JpBΣ
p1q
0 q , (4.12)

where notice that no contribution from JpBΣ
p2q
0 q arises on the right-hand side.

4.3 Dropping Assumption 4

We shall now discuss the case when Σ is non-compact – notice that we are still assuming that
BΣ is compact, cf. Assumption 1. To this avail we shall follow [5] – see also [46, Proposition 3.4].
On account of Proposition 3.2 any solution ψ to the Cauchy problem (1.1) satisfies

supppψq Ď Jpsupppψ0qq Y Jpsupppfqq Y JpBΣ0q .

Let K :“ supppψ0q Y supppfq and let T ą 0 be large enough to that K Ď p´T, T q ˆ Σ “: MT –
Notice that MT is again a globally hyperbolic spacetime with timelike boundary.

Let rΣ be the projection on Σ0 of pJpKq Y JpΣ0qq XMT with respect to MT “ T ˆ Σ Ñ Σ.
Let us consider rU a relatively compact subset of Σ with smooth boundary and such that rΣ Ă rU
– notice that the closure of rΣ is compact. Notice that by construction BΣ Ă rΣ Ă rU .

Let V :“ B rUzBΣ and consider a smooth change of the metric ht so that ht becomes a product
metric in a neighborhood of V – notice that distpV, BΣq ą 0 since BΣ is closed. Such change can
be realized smoothly in t and in a such a way that it does not affect the metric in rΣ.

We thus consider the doubling pU of rU along V . The resulting manifold pUp´T,T q :“ p´T, T qˆ pU

is globally hyperbolic with timelike boundary and compact Cauchy surface pU . However, the
boundary B pU of pU is made of two disconnected component B pU p1q, B pU p2q each of which is a copy of
BΣ. Therefore for each t the APS boundary conditions do not suffice to make the rDt self-adjoint
on pU , as no boundary conditions have been imposed on the second copy of BΣ.

To cope with this problem we shall profit of Remark 4.2 and consider the Cauchy problem for
the Dirac operator on pUp´T,T q with boundary conditions given by APS boundary conditions on

B pU
p1q
p´T,T q and MIT boundary conditions on B pU

p2q
p´T,T q. Since supppψ0q Ď rU Ă pU and supppfq Ă

rUp´T,T q Ă pUp´T,T q, it follows that ψ0 and f can be regarded as data for the Cauchy problem (1.1)

on pUp´T,T q. Since pU is compact, we are reduced to the proof of Theorem 1.2 under Assumption

4. On account of Remark 4.2 such Cauchy problem has a unique solution ψT P ΓbcpS pUp´T,T qq –
here bc is a short notation for the aforementioned boundary conditions. Moreover, the support
of ψT fulfills

supppψT q Ď Jpsupppψ0q Y supppfqq Y JpB pU p1qq ĎMT ,
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where JpB pU p1qq “ JpBΣq (cf. Equation (4.12)). It follows that, in fact, ψT P ΓapspSM |MT
q.

Finally, Proposition 3.3 implies that ψT “ ψT 1 for all T 1 ą T , therefore, we find ψ P ΓapspSMq
such that ψ|MT

“ ψT for all T P R.

5 Well-posedness of the Cauchy problem

In this section we put everything together to prove Theorem 1.2. For that we still need to define
the involved topologies (compare [4, Section 2]):

The space of smooth sections Γp.q on a smooth vector bundle together with the standard
family of seminorms is a Fréchet topological vector space. We equip ΓKpSM |Σq :“ tψ P

ΓKpSM |Σq | supppψq Ă Ku for a closed subset K Ă Σ with the subspace topology. Then,
ΓapspSMq resp. ΓccpSM |Σq is equipped respectively with the relative locally convex topology of
ΓpSMq and with the inductive topology of the system tΓKpSM |ΣquKPKBΣ – here KBΣ contains
compact subsets K Ď Σ with K X BΣ “ H. Similarly ΓccpSMq is equipped with the inductive
topology of the system tΓKpSMquKPKBM .

Proof of Theorem 1.2. On account of Section 4.2.3 and 4.3, we have seen that there exists a
smooth solution of the Cauchy problem 1.1. Furthermore, on account of Proposition 3.3 it
follows that the solution is unique. To conclude our proof, it remain to show that the solution
depends continuously on the Cauchy data. For that we consider the linear map

Daps
M : ΓapspSMq Ñ ΓpSM |Σq ‘ ΓpSMq , ψ ÞÑ ψ|Σ0 ‘DMψ ,

which is continuous. Let K1 P KBΣ and K2 P KBM . Then ΓK1pSM |Σq ‘ ΓK2pSMq is closed (and
therefore Fréchet) and so is VK1,K2 :“ pDapsq´1pΓK1pSM |Σq‘ΓK2pSMqq Ă ΓapspSMq. Moreover,
the previous part of the proof shows that Daps : VK1,K2 Ñ ΓK1pSM |Σq ‘ΓK2pSMq is a bijection.
The open mapping theorem for Fréchet spaces entails that

pDaps|VK1,K2
q´1 : VK1,K2 Ñ ΓapspSMq

is continuous. The claim then follows from the arbitrariness of K1 and K2.

A byproduct of the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem is the existence of Green operators
with similar properties to the ones found in [28,29].

Proposition 5.1. The classical Dirac operator on a globally hyperbolic manifold with timelike
boundary coupled with APS boundary conditions is Green-hyperbolic, i.e., there exist linear maps
G˘aps : ΓccpSMq Ñ ΓapspSMq satisfying

DMG
˘
apsf “ f , G˘apsDMf “ f . (5.1)

for all f P ΓccpSMq.

Proof. Let f P ΓccpSMq and choose t0 P R such that supppfq Ă J`pΣt0q. By Theorem 1.2, there
exists a unique solution ψpfq P ΓapspSMq to the Cauchy problem

DMψ “ f , ψ|Σt0 “ 0 , ψ P ΓapspSMq .

Setting G`apsf :“ ψf leads to the wanted operator. The existence of G´aps is proven analogously.
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